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The legal profession has long been focused on  

hiring and promoting diverse talent -- yet progress 

has been slow. Although people of color (including 

those who identify as Asian, Black or African 

American, Hispanic, or Latinx) comprise a growing 

number of law firm associates, they remain 

significantly under-represented at higher levels. 

Many factors contribute to this situation, but one is 

indisputable: attrition rates for attorneys who are 

people of color have been increasing in lock-step with 

hiring rates.1 To truly accelerate diversity in their 

ranks, it’s clear that lawyers need new strategies. 

 

To better understand how attorneys feel about their 

organizations’ diversity and inclusion (D&I) efforts, 

the Minority Corporate Counsel Association (MCCA) 

partnered with Russell Reynolds Associates (RRA) in 

2018 to launch an Inclusion Index survey. More than 

600 respondents from both law firms and corporate 

legal departments, and across all demographic 

categories responded to the survey, yielding a robust 

set of insights.  

 

Our central finding: Despite longstanding efforts 

to create genuine diversity, attorneys who come 

from diverse backgrounds consistently rate their 

employers lower than others on key inclusion 

metrics. These ratings translate into low belonging 

scores, meaning that many people of color feel they 

have to adapt their behaviors in order to succeed. 

They are particularly likely to feel excluded from 

career development opportunities, and ultimately, 

the possibility of promotion to top leadership levels.

THE PATH FORWARD

To make progress, leaders in the legal profession 

should focus their efforts on promoting inclusive 

leadership as well as diversity itself. More than 90 

percent of those working for an inclusive leader 

feel they can be successful as their authentic self, 

compared with only 25 percent of others, according 

to RRA’s 2018 D&I Pulse data. Inclusive leaders 

are also associated with more creative and higher-

performing teams. 

Our research shows inclusive leaders excel in four 

areas. They bring awareness and clarity to problem 

areas, they practice courageous accountability to 

help resolve those problems, they empower others, 

and they foster innovative collaboration to unlock 

the unique contributions of each person in a group.

1 2018 Vault/MCCA Law Firm Diversity Report, https://www.mcca.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2018-Vault-MCCA-Law-Firm-Diversity-Survey-Report.pdf
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Awareness and Clarity: 

Core actions associated with this competency include 

gathering information about D&I pain points from 

the organization, creating safe spaces for dialogue 

on differences, and proactively soliciting input from 

diverse viewpoints.

“[Dialogue around diversity and inclusion] won’t get 

comfortable without practice. They need to keep 

fostering situations that may be uncomfortable but are 

friendly and respectful and engaging.” 

 
– Hispanic male attorney; MCCA/RRA Inclusion Index respondent

 

 

Courageous Accountability:

Core actions associated with this competency include 

leaders setting goals to address the D&I pain points 

that dialogues have surfaced and making visible 

personal commitments to stick with them. This 

process may involve creating new policies, setting 

new goals, or hiring new talent to oversee D&I.

“To foster an inclusive culture, the organization would 

need to make that a goal. There are no goals of diversity, 

written or voiced. Then, when the goal is made, they 

can make strides to hire and include people of diverse 

backgrounds…” 

 
– Black female attorney; MCCA/RRA Inclusion Index respondent 

 

Empowering Others:

Core actions include leaders taking time to 

understand each direct report’s strengths, 

weaknesses, and career goals and connecting them 

to resources that can help them achieve those goals. 

These resources can take the form of mentorship 

or sponsorship within the firm, or connection to 

external training or education.

“Leadership could actively participate more in D&I 

events. They do a good job of encouraging these efforts, 

but they don’t all participate or actually engage with 

the department in these events.” 

 
– Female, in-house counsel; MCCA/RRA inclusion Index   
    respondent

 

Innovative Collaboration:

With a better understanding of each team member’s 

potential, leaders leverage complementary strengths 

and styles to maximize team outcomes. Specific 

steps might include intentionally building diverse or 

cross-functional teams or adjusting meeting styles to 

ensure full participation.

“[It would be great to have] more encouragement of 

senior attorneys (particularly rainmakers and those in 

leadership positions) to adapt styles/communications to 

diverse associate pools. For example, actively soliciting 

input from associates who, culturally, are accustomed 

to “speaking only when spoken to” when it comes to 

interacting with authority figures.” 

 
– Southeast Asian male, law firm; MCCA/RRA Inclusion Index     
   respondent 

HOW DO THESE CATEGORIES TRANSLATE INTO ACTION?
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Inclusion
Index

Climate Leadership Structure

Key Employee Outcomes: 

Employee Belonging
In this organization, I can be 
successful as my authentic self.

Employee Engagement
I am highly engaged in my job.

Employee Intent to Remain
I intend on remaining with 
my organization for the 
foreseeable future.

Perceived Firm Reputation
This organization has a 
reputation for supporting 
diversity and inclusion.

Background and methodology: The MCCA/RRA Inclusion Index survey measured eight 

factors related to culture, including how people felt about leadership, policies, and peer 

interactions. It was completed by 661 respondents between May and August 2018. 

Responses were reported on a scale ranging from 1 to 5. Averages were calculated for 

each of the 8 inclusion index factors and the following human capital outcomes: Belonging, 

Employee Engagement, Intent to Remain, and Firm Reputation. Based on the demographic 

information provided by 209 respondents: 54% were female, 44% were male, 2% preferred 

not to share/62% identify as a person of color (Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic, 

or Latinx)/38% identify as white, 85% identify as heterosexual, 12% identify as lesbian, gay 

or bisexual, 3% prefer not to share./ 51% work for in-house counsel, 38% work for a law 

firm, 11% work for other employers.
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CHAPTER  3

WALKING IN THE SHOES 
OF ANOTHER

We walked for days crossing the desert into Jordan. The week we 

left my kite got caught in a tree in my yard. I wonder if it is still 

there. I want it back. My name is Sidra, I am 12 years old. I am in 

the 5th grade. I am from Syria in the Daara Province, Inkhil city. 

I have lived here in the Za’atari camp for the last year and a half.1

These words mark the heartrending beginning of the virtual reality 
documentary Clouds over Sidra, an eight- and- a- half- minute- long 
360 immersive film that takes viewers inside the Za’atari refugee 
camp in northern Jordan, home to over 80,000 Syrians displaced 
by civil war. In a voice- over you hear the young girl Sidra describ-
ing the camp, while different scenes of daily life in the sprawling 
complex play out around you. You see her with her family in the 
small converted shipping container in which they sleep. Next, you 
are in a makeshift gymnasium where men are lifting weights to 
pass the time. Then you are among a group of young men, laugh-
ing and talking as they bake flat bread in a large open oven. Then 
you are standing in the middle of a soccer field, while young girls 
kick a ball around you. All the while, through a translator, Sidra 
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matter- of- factly narrates scenes of normalcy amidst this ongoing 
humanitarian tragedy.2

The first time I saw Clouds over Sidra was at the Tribeca Film 
Festival in April 2015. I was struck by the sense of intimacy the 
film created between viewers and the film’s subjects. In one scene, 
for example, children line up for school in one of the muddy streets 
within the camp. Temporary dwellings stretch out beyond sight in all 
directions. As I looked around, I could see and feel a vastness that the 
limited field of view offered by a photograph or filmed images sim-
ply cannot convey. Eighty thousand is just another heart- numbing 
statistic— an abstraction— until you are standing in the middle of 
this enormous makeshift city in the middle of the desert. Some of 
the children, clearly amused during the filming by the large, strange- 
looking camera apparatus that has been plunked down in the mid-
dle of the street, approach it, laughing and making funny faces, or 
just scrutinizing it. It felt like they were interacting with me. Many 
of these children had walked to Jordan through the desert, fleeing 
death and destruction, just as Sidra had, and the reality of that fact, 
combined with their playful normalcy, is intensely emotional. 

When the experience was over, I noticed others around me 
wiping tears from their eyes as they removed the Samsung Gear 
headsets from their faces. The film was clearly unlocking power-
ful emotions. But these reactions hadn’t been produced by a dra-
matic score, or clever editing, or close- up shots that lingered on a 
particularly poignant face or detail. These aspects of traditional 
filmmaking, designed to intensify our emotional engagement, are 
virtually absent in this immersive film. Viewers of Clouds over 
Sidra are simply confronted with a series of ordinary moments— 
people baking bread, families laughing together, children at play 
and in school. The major difference is that the immersive video 
made us briefly feel as if we were there with them. 
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Cocreated by artist and filmmaker Chris Milk, working with the 
support of Samsung and the United Nations, Clouds over Sidra is 
not just an early experiment in VR documentary, it is also an exam-
ple of explicit VR advocacy. “We’re taking these films,” Milk said 
in 2015, “and we’re showing them at the United Nations to people 
that work there and people that are visiting there. And we’re show-
ing them to the people that can actually change the lives of the 
people inside of the films.”3 This was from a talk titled “The Ulti-
mate Empathy Machine,” and in it Milk expressed his conviction 
that the immersive properties of VR make it particularly suited to 
sharing the experiences of others, to deepening our understand-
ing of lives outside our own. VR, Milk has said, “connects humans 
to other humans in a profound way that I’ve never seen before in 
any other form of media. And it can change people’s perception of 
each other. And that’s how I think virtual reality has the potential 
to actually change the world.”4 Indeed Milk’s predictions came to 
fruition; according to the United Nations, the VR experience has 
literally doubled the number of people who donate.5

Milk’s work in VR has reflected his commitment to this belief. 
One of the premiere directors in this new medium, Milk has gone 
on to create several VR short documentaries, including The Dis-
placed for the New York Times Magazine, which describes the 
experience of three children from Syria, Ukraine, and Sudan as 
they attempt to rebuild their lives in the wake of war. The New 
York Times distributed over a million Google Cardboards to sub-
scribers to accompany this featured piece of VR journalism. With 
these short films, Milk and some other early VR content creators 
join a venerable tradition in the history of art, using their medium 
to encourage empathic understanding. A social novel like Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin, which employed narrative storytelling in text and 
illustrations to impress upon northern audiences the suffering 
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of slaves in the years before the American Civil War, is just one 
of countless examples of political art. Others include Francisco 
Goya’s Disasters of War series, which captured shocking images 
of violence and conflict in the early nineteenth century (although 
they weren’t widely shared until decades later), or Jacob Riis’s 
photographs of New York City slums published in his book How 
the Other Half Lives. For as long as humans have created art there 
has been a preoccupation with understanding and conveying the 
experience of others, particularly suffering— we see it in painting, 
sculpture, photography, film, and more recently even in certain 
videogames. 

Whether all this empathic art has actually changed human 
behavior is a subject of ongoing debate. Some have pointed to sta-
tistics showing large declines in war and violence throughout the 
world and suggested that this is in part due to improvements in 
communication, which have broadened our innately tribal out-
looks and contributed to an “expanding circle” of moral concern.6 
As a consequence, our instinct to favor our family or tribe expands 
to include previous outgroups. There is an impressive amount 
of data to broadly make this case, but also significant excep-
tions to this view that the power of our rational minds, informed 
by empathic experiences, is leading to undeniable progress for 
humanity. Some, for example, point to recent examples of societal 
fragmentation and terrible violence, as seen in Nazi Germany or 
in Rwanda in 1994. In both these cases, modern communications 
media were actually used for propaganda to demonize others. 

Empathy has been the subject of much psychological research 
and debate in recent years, but many psychologists agree that two 
different systems, psychologically distinct, appear to be at work 
when we experience empathy. One is an emotional system which 
reacts reflexively when we encounter the suffering of others. It is 
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activated when you flinch upon viewing footage of an athlete get-
ting injured, for instance, or when you turn away from a particu-
larly gruesome scene in a horror film. The second major ingredient 
of empathy is cognitive, the ability of your brain to form theories 
about what other people are feeling and what might be causing 
those feelings. For some psychologists, the basic model of empa-
thy ends there, but I don’t think that goes quite far enough. For 
instance, psychopaths, con men, torturers— people in these cat-
egories might be very good at the emotional and cognitive aspects 
of empathy, but still lack the prosocial quality we usually associ-
ate with empathic people. For this reason I favor the conception 
of empathy put forward by my Stanford colleague Jamil Zaki, who 
adds a third component to what he calls “full- fledged empathy”: a 
motivational element. Does a person, after experiencing the emo-
tional and cognitive reactions to another’s suffering, have a desire 
to alleviate the suffering of that person? Does a person expose her-
self to a trying empathic emotional experience in the first place?7

Zaki’s empathy model is also illuminating because it highlights 
how empathy is something we can choose to experience, rather 
than something that just happens unconsciously. In Zaki’s view, 
we turn empathy on and off because feeling it can be emotionally 
taxing— a drain on our mental resources. As an example, Zaki asks 
us to imagine a scenario in which we are watching television and we 
learn a leukemia telethon is about to come on, featuring children 
suffering from the disease telling their story. Few would doubt that 
this experience would create empathy in viewers. But there would 
be competing motives over whether to watch it. In some situations, 
you may be curious to learn more and continue watching. In oth-
ers, you might want to avoid feelings of guilt, or just the sadness 
that hearing the stories might cause you. 

Another example: most of us don’t spend the mental energy 
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required to imagine what it is like to sleep out on the street every 
time we pass by a homeless person. If we did so, it would be dif-
ficult to function, given how traumatizing that understanding 
would be for most of us. Instead, we usually ignore the homeless 
person, or push the depressing reality of his existence further 
out of mind by constructing a story about the person that makes 
it easier to dismiss their suffering, perhaps by attributing their 
plight to choices that individual might have made. It is sad that 
this person is homeless, we might tell ourselves, but he shouldn’t 
have used drugs or gotten fired from his job. We put aside the many 
reasons beyond that person’s control that might have put him on 
the street— a financially crippling medical condition or mental ill-
ness, for example. 

Choosing to experience empathy is not without costs. In intense 
situations it can cause real lasting pain and psychological dam-
age. We see this in the damaging psychological effects suffered by 
certain professionals, such as doctors, nurses, psychotherapists, 
and emergency workers— people who confront extreme human 
suffering on a regular basis. Psychologists call this “compassion 
fatigue,” the strain caused by pushing our empathy to its limits. 
It can lead to symptoms like anxiety, nightmares, dissociation, 
anger issues, and burnout.8

Still other occupations may require the suspension of empathy 
in certain aspects of the job, especially ones that are extremely 
competitive. Politicians, soldiers, and professional athletes all 
have good reasons to switch empathy on and off. And none of us are 
immune— we all live in a world with stunning inequality and many 
demands on our emotions. It is the rare person who can make it 
through the day without ever consciously putting on blinders to the 
suffering and inequality around us.

Empathy isn’t a fixed quality. Our capacity for empathy can be 
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changed by our culture and the media technologies that transmit 
the culture’s values— for good and bad. Certain types of training 
can desensitize people to other people’s feelings, even as other 
types can enhance our empathy. Research has shown that one of 
the best ways to foster empathy is the psychological process of 
“perspective- taking,” or imagining the world from another per-
son’s point of view. Perhaps the scholar most associated with this 
work is Mark Davis, a psychology professor who has done most 
of his teaching and research at Eckhard College in St. Peters-
burg, Florida. Davis created the most popular tool for measuring 
perspective- taking, a questionnaire called the “Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index,” which asks people to rate their agreement with 
statements such as “Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine 
how I would feel if I were in their place,” or “When I watch a good 
movie, I can very easily put myself in the place of a leading char-
acter.”9 In 1996, Davis also published what is likely the canonical 
paper showing how perspective- taking actually works. The title of 
the paper tells it all: “Effect of perspective taking on the cognitive 
representation of persons: A merging of self and other.”10 His work 
over the past few decades has shown that if one imagines the world 
from another’s perspective, the gap between oneself and the other 
decreases. Thinking similarly to another person literally causes 
changes in cognitive structures, such that one’s thoughts concern-
ing the other become more “selflike.”

Consider a famous study from the year 2000 by Adam Galin-
sky, now a professor at Columbia Business School, showing that 
perspective- taking causes empathy. Experimental participants— 
college students— looked at a photograph of an elderly man and 
were asked to write an essay describing a day in his life. One group 
of the participants were given no explicit instructions; they were 
simply told to write about the man’s day. The second group were 
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given specific “perspective- taking” instructions and were specifi-
cally urged to take the first- person perspective of the individual 
in the photograph when writing their narrative essay. Compared to 
the control condition, perspective- takers showed more empathy. 
They took longer to recognize prejudice phrases associated with 
negative stereotypes in a psychological reaction- time task, and 
also expressed more positive attitudes toward the elderly when 
writing their essays. But how many people will actually be able to 
use this imagination technique in their daily lives?11

Taking into account VR’s ability to create seemingly real expe-
riences and to allow users to look at a virtual world from many 
different points of view, one would imagine that VR would be par-
ticularly suited for perspective- taking. First, it relieves users of the 
cognitive effort required to make a mental model of another per-
son’s perspective from scratch. This might help a user overcome a 
motivational hurdle that causes her to avoid taking perspectives 
of others.

This leads to a second advantage of virtual reality in enhanc-
ing empathy. Because the mental model of the perspective of the 
empathic subject can be created in great detail in VR, it can be 
designed to help avoid stereotypes and false or comforting narra-
tives. For example, if a teenager has a negative stereotype of the 
elderly, then merely asking the teenager to imagine an elderly 
perspective might simply serve to reinforce those stereotypes. 
The teen might create images of elderly who are slow, frugal, and 
who tell boring stories. But formalizing the role- playing into a set 
simulation that counteracts stereotypical representations can 
avoid these negative stereotypes by creating scenes that show the 
strengths of the elderly. People might not have the right informa-
tion to actually take a proper perspective, and VR can guide them 
through the process more accurately.
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No medium, of course, can fully capture the subjective experi-
ence of another person, but by richly evoking a real- seeming, first- 
person perspective, virtual reality does seem to promise to offer 
new, empathy- enhancing qualities. We can read news accounts 
or watch a documentary about refugees, but these media require 
a lot of imaginative work on our part. Narrative can give us a lot of 
information about life in the camp, but it is poor at conveying what 
living in a camp feels like. We don’t have a mental library of the 
appropriate sights, sounds, and story to imagine what it is like to 
be a refugee. VR can convey the feeling of the camp’s environment, 
the smallness of the living quarters, the size of the camp. It can 
bring Sidra, and the other members of the camp, alive in a way that 
documentary footage can’t.

It seems that the world has taken as a given that VR can foster 
empathy in unprecedented ways. But does it actually work? What 
does the research tell us?

THE VIRTUAL MIRROR
My lab at Stanford has been running and publishing experiments 
on VR and empathy since 2003. We have looked at ageism, rac-
ism, helping the handicapped, and other domains. And what we 
have discovered is that the answer to the question of whether VR 
is, indeed, “the ultimate empathy machine” is nuanced. It’s true 
that VR, across studies, tends to outperform control conditions. 
But it is not a magic bullet. It doesn’t work every time, and the 
“effect size,” the statistical term for how strong an outcome is, var-
ies. The first study we ever ran, published in 2006 but designed 
and conducted starting in 2003, looked at ageism, the bias that 
young people tend to have toward the elderly. We were inspired by 
the Galinsky study in which people looked at a photograph of an 
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elderly man, and imagined what it was like to see the world from 
his eyes. But we decided to take imagination out of the equation. 

First, we designed a “virtual mirror” that allowed a subject to 
see her avatar reflected on the wall of the virtual version of the 
lab room. We asked each subject to walk up to this virtual mir-
ror, spend about 90 seconds gesturing in front of the mirror, and 
closely observe her “reflection” as it moved with her. She would roll 
her head left and right, touching her ears to her shoulders. In the 
virtual mirror, her reflection would do the same. Then she would 
take a step forward physically and watch her mirror image get big-
ger. After some time, we would ask the subject to crouch outside of 
the mirror’s frame so she could no longer see herself, and then to 
pop back up and watch her reflection rise with her.

VR mirrors had been around since long before I came on the 
scene. In fact, a virtual mirror is one of the demos that sold me 
on VR in the late 1990s. I was visiting UCSB for the first time and 
experienced the scenario in Jack Loomis’s lab. Jack is one of the 
pioneers of VR, and he had long been using VR to study distance 
judgment, vision, and other aspects of perceptual psychology. 
But Jack had an intellectual curiosity that extended far beyond 
the human visual system, and his VR demo suite reflected that. 
In 1999, the mirror was fairly low- tech— a user’s reflection was a 
clunky, robotic avatar, and only rotated its head and moved back 
and forth without having any hand or leg movements. But it still 
created a powerful effect. With enough time in VR, that clunky 
body began to feel like your body. It was a glimpse into the future, 
and one of the first experiences I built when I arrived at Stanford 
was the mirror.

The principle at work was based on the “rubber hand illusion.” 
This now classic experiment was first performed in the 1990s by 
two scientists at Princeton University who had their subjects sit 
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at a table, positioned so that one of the subject’s hands was hidden 
out of sight, underneath the table. Instead of seeing his actual 
hand on top of the table the subject would instead see a lifelike 
rubber one where his actual hand should be. Neuroscientists then 
gently stroked both the hidden hand and the visible rubber hand 
simultaneously with a paintbrush. If the two hands were stroked 
synchronously and in the same direction, then the subject began 
to experience the rubber hand as his own.12

How was this determined? One example was that when asked to 
point to his hand, most of the time a subject would point to the rub-
ber hand instead of the one hidden under the table. Interestingly, 
if the strokes are not timed well, then the illusion fails. But if the 
touch is synchronous, then the hand gets incorporated into one’s 
body schema. For example, if the neuroscientist subsequently 
threatens the rubber hand by making a stabbing movement toward 
it with a needle, fMRI scans shows activity in the part of the sub-
ject’s brain that is normally activated when a person anticipates 
pain, along with the area that is normally activated when a person 
feels the urge to move his or her arm. This landmark study using 
rubber hands has informed us how to induce body transfer into 
avatars. For example, if someone sees his avatar get lightly poked 
with a stick, and also physically feels his chest getting poked syn-
chronously, the avatar is treated as the self. People “transfer” their 
consciousness into it, according to dozens of studies. This mirror 
technique is now a fairly commonplace one— neuroscientists today 
call it “body transfer.”13 

When one sees her avatar— whether it’s from the first per-
son looking down at her digital body, or by looking in the virtual 
mirror— and events occur synchronously, her mind takes owner-
ship of the virtual body. The brain has very little experience— from 
an evolutionary standpoint— at seeing a perfect mirror image that 
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is not in fact a reflection of reality. Because we can digitally create 
any mirror image we want in VR, VR offers a unique, surreal way 
to allow people to take ownership of bodies that are not their own. 
Because the brain incorporates the mirror image into the self, the 
self is malleable. The mirror is the ultimate tool to allow someone 
to become someone else, to walk a mile in his shoes. One’s mir-
ror image can look just like her, or be bigger, become male, grow a 
third arm, or even change species. 

In our study on ageism, we made the mirror image older.14 First, 
we induced body transfer in a group of college students by hav-
ing each of them perform a series of motions as he looked at his 
avatar in a virtual mirror. The avatar matched his movements, 
as you would expect a mirror image to do. However, half the col-
lege students were looking at an avatar that resembled them in 
age and gender. The other half saw an avatar of the same gender 
that was clearly in his 60s or 70s. Once we had induced ownership 
of their new body, the students then turned away from the mirror  
and met a confederate— a person networked into VR with them, 
who was part of the experiment. From the subject’s point of view, 
there was simply another avatar— this one of college age— in the 
room with him, and the two avatars could talk and move about 
the room together. We very clearly reminded subjects that the 
image they saw in the virtual mirror was exactly how they would 
appear to others in the virtual environment. In other words, from 
the subject’s point of view, the confederates would believe the 
subject was older and had no idea the avatars didn’t reflect their 
actual, young age. 

The confederate then asked the subject to step forward and 
answer some questions to spur some social interaction, saying 
things like, “Tell me a little about yourself” or “What makes you 
happy in life?” In order to highlight the social roles in the simula-
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tion, it is critical to have a personal interaction. Finally, the subject 
was asked to perform a brief memory exercise of trying to repeat 
a list of fifteen words. The purpose of the memory exercise was to 
reinforce the fact that he was wearing an elderly avatar, as one of the 
more prevalent stereotypes of the elderly is bad memory. We found 
it particularly powerful when a college student has his memory 
questioned by another young avatar while wearing an elderly body. 
The idea is to induce mild reminders of the negative stereotypes so 
that the subject gets to “walk a mile” in the shoes of another.

In the study, the subjects who wore the elderly avatar used more 
positive words to describe the elderly in general, compared to those 
who wore a younger avatar. For example, they were more likely to 
list the word wise than wrinkled when pressed to list the first thing 
that came to their minds. We looked at three common measures of 
bias, but only found significant expressions of ageism in one of the 
three measures, the Word Association Task. This is a previously 
developed psychological technique during which subjects were 
asked the open- ended question, “When you think of somebody 
old, what are the first five words that come to mind?” Then, two 
coders who were not a part of the study rated the response as hav-
ing a positive or negative connotation. The difference was about 
20%. This was a modest but noticeable improvement. While our 
results did not show a consistent effect across all three dependent 
measures, it was still encouraging to find that such a short virtual 
interaction— less than 20 minutes— can change a person’s nega-
tive stereotypes at all.15 

A few years later, in 2009, working with a doctoral student 
named Victoria Groom, we used the virtual mirror to examine 
race.16 Victoria thought that racial empathy would be induced 
when white participants wore black avatars. She reasoned that if 
a white person took the perspective of a black person, her negative 
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racial stereotypes would break down. Groom ran about one hun-
dred participants, half of whom approached a virtual mirror in a 
black avatar and half in a white avatar. This time, the confederate 
performed a job interview, where the subject had to answer ques-
tions about aptitude and previous work experience.

As in the ageism study, we looked at three separate, previously 
validated measures of bias. And again, just as in the ageism study, 
only one of them— in this case the Implicit Association Task, which 
gauges reaction time to positive and negative concepts— showed a 
significant difference. However, we noticed that inhabiting a black 
avatar had the opposite effect from what we observed in the ageism 
study— it actually caused people to score higher on standard mea-
sures of implicit racial bias than those who wore a white avatar. 
In other words, wearing a black avatar primed more racial stereo-
types instead of creating empathy. Stunningly, this pattern was 
true not only for white participants but for black participants as 
well.17 Regarding virtual racism, it seems that the story is compli-
cated, and that wearing a black avatar actually reinforced stereo-
types and made them more salient. 

In the fall of 2016, I had a conversation with renowned Harvard 
psychologist Mahzarin Banaji, who helped invent the Implicit 
Association Task and is likely the world’s expert on implicit racial 
bias. She had read this study and wanted to discuss possible future 
interactions. Her feedback on the study was clear— she would have 
predicted the same outcome, given our procedure. 

Social psychological research has demonstrated that indica-
tors of a stereotype’s social group such as physical features indi-
cating gender or race can activate concepts relating to those social 
groups. Often these concepts are widely held stereotypes— in 
many cases negative— that can directly affect cognition, attitudes, 
and behavior. For example, the well- documented stereotype held 
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by some Americans that blacks are prone to violence has been 
demonstrated in a number of studies. This implicit bias hap-
pens automatically, without intention or awareness. One expla-
nation for our findings is that we didn’t succeed in encouraging 
perspective- taking. Given the limitations of the early technology, 
we were using a very simple hardware system that did not track 
arm movement and only allowed rudimentary body transfer. It is 
hard to be certain if body transfer had actually occurred. Perhaps 
we didn’t induce transfer but instead simply primed the negative 
stereotypes that subjects already had about race, which is why we 
produced the counterproductive results. 

But it’s not all bad news.
Mel Slater and his colleagues in Barcelona ran a similar study 

a few years later. Slater has some of the best VR technology in the 
world, and is literally the world’s expert at inducing body trans-
fer into avatars. In his system, he tracked the body movements 
much more accurately and fully than we did in our early study, 
and consequently demonstrated with a high probability that body 
transfer was induced. In his study, being embodied in a black 
avatar reduced bias among white participants as measured by 
the Implicit Association Task, compared to control conditions. 
Slater and colleagues concluded that “embodiment may change 
negative interpersonal attitudes and thus represent a powerful 
tool for exploring such fundamental psychological and societal 
phenomena.”18

Perhaps the strongest case of this powerful effect can be seen in 
the work of Sun Joo Ahn, a former graduate student of mine who 
now is a professor at the University of Georgia. In a paper pub-
lished in 2013, Sun Joo conducted three experiments to explore 
whether becoming colorblind in VR would improve empathy 
toward those who are colorblind.19 Subjects first received basic 
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information about red- green colorblindness. They then entered 
VR to do a sorting task designed to be particularly difficult if one 
could not differentiate perceptually between red and green. Half 
of the participants wore a headset with a colorblind filter applied 
over the objects on the screen, which allowed them to accurately 
experience being red- green colorblind. The other half also wore 
the HMD and did the sorting task but only imagined that they were 
colorblind. 

In one of the experiments, after leaving VR, subjects who 
became colorblind spent almost twice as much time helping per-
sons with colorblindness compared to participants who had only 
imagined being colorblind. The helping task involved partici-
pants working with a student group that was supposedly trying 
to build colorblind- friendly Web sites. The task required them to 
view screenshots of Web sites and to write about why the Web site 
might be inaccessible to colorblind individuals and how it might 
be improved. It was made clear to the participants that this activ-
ity was not a part of the experiment and that it would be volunteer 
work. We measured the time spent volunteering and showed that 
VR increased helping.20

Informal reactions from participants were telling. “I felt like 
a colorblind person. I felt like I was in a whole different world. It 
made me realize how tough it is for them to do certain things in 
life, such as drive.” This points to a unique strength VR has in 
sharing with users some of the challenges people with physical 
disabilities face. It is a powerful experience to inhabit the avatar 
body of a minority and experience a scenario in which you are dis-
criminated against, but a VR scenario can’t hope to capture all the 
subtle aspects of discrimination a person experiences in her life. 
But it is easier to illustrate the difficulties a person with perceptual 
or physical disabilities might have, although again, it’s important 
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not to overstate findings that have not yet been extensively repli-
cated. Research has shown that we still must take care with how 
these experiences of disability are implemented. Experiments by 
Arielle Michal Silverman into empathy for the blind, for instance, 
have shown that the initial disorientation caused by making a see-
ing subject blind might actually promote discrimination instead 
of empathy, because the newly blind subject experiences only the 
trauma of sudden blindness, rather than the realities of being 
blind for a long time, and all of the acquired skills that go along 
with it. Instead of perceiving the blind as empowered, able people, 
a person in this study might only focus on the difficulties of coping 
with the sudden loss of sight.21

We also sent the colorblind participants a questionnaire 
designed to gauge their opinions toward colorblind people 24 hours 
after the study. We demonstrated that, for people who in general 
have a hard time feeling concern for others— that is, people who 
scored low on the Interpersonal Reactivity Index described above— 
becoming colorblind caused more favorable attitudes toward col-
orblind people than imagining it. This is preliminary evidence 
that VR is a great tool for those who tend to have a hard time being 
empathetic. For people who were “naturals,” that is, those who 
in general tend to engage in empathy, there was no difference in 
attitudes 24 hours later. But for those who struggle with empathy, 
the virtual tool allowed them to improve their perspective- taking 
abilities.22

EMPATHY AT SCALE
In 2014 a program officer from the Robert Woods Johnson Foun-
dation was on a lab tour and experienced some of our empathy 
demonstrations. I explained to her the general methodology of 
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the research— inducing body transfer followed by an experience. 
She was intrigued, but skeptical. We began a conversation about 
the robustness of the effects. As should be clear from reading this 
chapter, most of the time VR empathy seems to work inside the lab. 
But how strong are the effects? How long do they last before the 
treatment wears off? 

The conversation evolved into a three- year project called 
“Empathy at Scale,” where we sought to test the results of our stud-
ies and attempted to understand how well this tool works out in the 
real world. In the first series of experiments, published in 2016, 
we sought to discover the boundary conditions of VR empathy. 
Finding boundary conditions is a popular strategy in validating 
experimental findings; basically psychologists change the condi-
tions as they reproduce experiments to discover when their effect 
stops replicating, looking for the “ceiling.” Very few findings gen-
eralize to every single situation in life, and understanding when a 
tool no longer works is important information. In particular, we 
wanted to look at threat. Perspective- taking and empathy are most 
important, arguably, in situations where there is tension. I get a 
few calls per month from folks suggesting to use VR to bridge the 
gap between warring nations. In these situations, there is a preex-
isting and deep tension; psychologists call this “threat.” 

We returned to ageism and once again used the virtual mirror 
to embody our subjects as elderly. In the first study, subjects either 
imagined being older, similar to the Galinksy study described 
earlier, or became older in the mirror. In addition, we also varied 
threat, high or low. In the high threat condition, before entering 
VR, subjects read a passage called “Elderly Pose Immediate Threat 
to Young Americans.” In the low threat condition, they read an 
article titled “America Prepared for Changing Demographics.” 
Both were about the implications of the demographic trends of 
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people living longer, but one framed them as a threat, while the 
other framed them as a situation America was prepared to deal 
with. We then made the manipulations more impactful by asking 
subjects to write an essay to reflect upon the demographic trends 
and how they would affect their own lives. To sum up, there were 
four conditions. Half the subjects imagined being older, while half 
became older. Within each of those conditions, half were threat-
ened by the elderly while half were not. 

In this study VR succeeded in buffering threat. For those who 
imagined being elderly, being threatened caused them to have less 
empathy for the elderly. This is what we would predict; it is difficult 
to demonstrate empathy for those who might harm us. But for those 
who became elderly via body transfer in VR, the opposite occurred. 
They actually had more empathy when they were threatened com-
pared to those who were not threatened. One possible explanation 
for these results is that it may have been easier for participants 
to take the perspective of an elderly person when they were in VR 
compared to when they were relying entirely on their imagination. 
Similar to the colorblind study, VR may be particularly beneficial 
when the intergroup context makes it difficult for people to engage 
in perspective- taking.

But now, enter the boundary effect. We ran a second study where 
we made the threat personal. Instead of having the subjects read a 
passage about the elderly, we created two elderly avatars and had 
the subjects interact with them in VR. We used a classic ostracism 
task developed by psychologist Kip Williams called Cyberball. In 
this exercise, three people are to play catch with a ball, and as the 
play progresses, one of them is left out— nobody throws him the 
ball.23 It may sound trivial, but there have been dozens of experi-
ments using this task and the feeling of being ignored is signifi-
cant. Ostracism hurts— some studies have shown in an fMRI that 
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Cyberball ostracism causes the areas associated with pain to light 
up. Others simply show it makes people feel saddened.

In our study, we again had the same four conditions— 
imagination versus VR, and high and low threat. Regardless of 
condition, after the perspective- taking exercise, subjects then put 
on the headset and played a ball toss game with two partners, both 
of whom were clearly elderly. In the high threat condition, subjects 
received a total of 3 tosses out of 30 tosses. In the nonthreat con-
dition, they received a total of 10 tosses, which is what one would 
expect in a game with equal sharing.24

Results demonstrated that the threat manipulation was about 
twice as strong in this study as in the first study, when subjects 
simply read about the elderly. Those who only received three 
throws felt angry and offended according to self- report measures. 
Also, in almost all of the measures of empathy, subjects who were 
threatened were later less empathetic to the elderly in general com-
pared to those who were included in the ball- tossing game. But the 
critical data concern the effect of VR. In contrast to the promising 
results in Study 1, in the second study that had more intense, expe-
riential, and intentional threat, there was no difference between 
VR and imagination. In other words, increasing immersion was 
not enough to overcome empathic avoidance. Rather, when under 
threat, participants consistently showed negative attitudes toward 
the elderly. Comparing the two studies, this preliminary evidence 
suggests that perspective- taking via VR can be effective at foster-
ing positive behaviors toward the outgroup when the intergroup 
threat is indirect, but not as effective when the threat becomes 
more concrete and experiential.

All of the studies I’ve described in this section, like the vast 
majority of all psychological studies, have a major limitation. The 
elephant in the room is that we psychologists present findings 
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taken from a limited and narrow sample group and make conclu-
sions as if they apply to all people. However, the statistics we per-
form dictate that we can only draw inferences specifically about 
the sample used in our observations. As a result, a majority of 
studies in the field of psychology only truly inform us about upper- 
class, college- educated people below the age of 22 who are taking 
an “Introduction to Psychology” course. 

In truth, research findings that appear to be robust can crumble 
when taken to the general population, as the foundational work 
of Stanford psychologist Hazel Markus— who has made a spec-
tacular career out of showing cultural differences in psychologi-
cal processing— has demonstrated. For example, during graduate 
school, I worked with both psychologists and anthropologists to 
take a “bedrock” psychological finding out into the real world. We 
used a reasoning task that is taught in cognitive psychology text-
books across the world, specifically, how people rely on similarity- 
based notions of typicality and central tendency in order to perform 
natural categorization. Consider the following two arguments:

Robins have sesamoid bones, therefore all birds do. 
Penguins have sesamoid bones, therefore all birds do.

Which argument is stronger? Undergraduates will tell you the 
first one, and most readers will likely agree. Robins are the more 
typical bird, so a trait from them is more likely to generalize to 
all birds. But in our research, the preference for typical argu-
ments failed to replicate when looking at those with high domain 
knowledge— for example, birders from the Chicago area and tribal 
members of the Itza Maya in Mexico, who interact with birds more 
often than college undergraduates.

There is reason to suspect that empathy in particular will vary 
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according to demographic. Jamil Zaki recently developed a frame-
work to understand motivation for empathy. He focuses in par-
ticular on individual differences. At least three motives— trying 
to avoid emotional suffering, incurring material costs such as hav-
ing to donate money to help, and worrying about competition by 
performing weakly at work or in social situations— drive people 
to avoid empathy. Similarly, at least three motives— doing a good 
deed, which results in positive affect; strengthening affiliation 
with in- group members such as friends and family; and wanting 
others to see one as a good person, called “social desirability”— 
drive them to approach empathy. To truly understand how a VR 
empathy treatment works, it is important to have a large enough 
sample size to seek out populations that would likely vary in 
these traits.25

Consequently we have developed the “Empathy at Scale” proj-
ect, with the goal of running 1,000 subjects through our study to 
see how well VR works at promoting empathy, compared to typi-
cal media techniques like using narrative and statistics. The 1,000 
subjects are unique not just for the magnitude of the sample, but 
also in the diversity of the sample. We have installed VR systems 
on the road— our Mobile VR Unit— in museums, near libraries, 
and at festivals and fairs to try to get people who are not just the 
typical college students. 

As of September 2017, across two studies, we have data from over 
2,000 subjects. It’s been an adventure, and we actually published 
an entire paper summarizing the lessons we have learned from VR 
field studies, ranging from how to accommodate those who can’t 
stand up for long periods of time, to which direction the line to the 
tent should form, to how to alert people in a public place that we are 
running a study. One of the more interesting differences between 
college students and nonstudents is the amount of time it takes to 
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complete a questionnaire. Students race through them, while non-
students spend more time reading and answering. After pilot test-
ing the study in the lab with college students, we thought it would 
only take 25 minutes. But in the field with “real people,” it takes 
about 45 minutes. 

Our simulation is called “Becoming Homeless,” and premiered 
as a VR film at the Tribeca Film Festival in April 2017. Users 
experience the transition from having a job and a home to losing 
them and becoming homeless. In the experience, you endure the 
cascading series of events that often lead people to become home-
less. First you lose your job and are forced to sell your belongings. 
Unable to pay rent, you are evicted from your apartment and are 
forced to sleep in your car while you continue to look for work. 
Then, one night, sleeping in your car, you are roused by police and 
fined for violating a local ordinance. The car is sold, and you next 
find yourself harassed by a stranger while trying to get sleep on a 
bus. We designed the experience not only to be moving and com-
pelling, but also interactive. For instance, you are forced to choose 
between which items you want to sell in your apartment— the sofa, 
the television, your phone? We ask the user to navigate the confin-
ing space of the small car he is living in to brush his teeth. On the 
bus, you must watch your bag and fend off strangers who approach 
you as you try to sleep.

With 900 subjects run, we have begun to look at the results. In 
general, VR is working better than the control conditions, which 
involve reading a narrative about becoming homeless or reading 
statistics about the homeless. When compared to these controls, 
people who have had the VR experience have shown more empa-
thy on questionnaires, and are more likely to sign a petition to 
support affordable housing. But as in the other studies, the effect 
is not uniform across dependent variables. The effects are consis-
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tent across about half of our measures but are by no means defini-
tive. It seems that VR is the best medium of the four we chose, but 
the effect size is modest. Of course, we are continuing to analyze 
the data. 

VR AND EMPATHY APPLICATIONS

In 2003, I arrived at Stanford as an assistant professor. One of 
the biggest priorities was to get my new lab funded, and being in 
Silicon Valley, I turned to industry in addition to the traditional 
routes of the National Science Foundation and other government 
sources. The first grant I got from Stanford was a small gift fund 
from Cisco to study social interaction in VR.

The executive from Cisco was a big thinker, a woman named 
Marcia Sitosky. Her tour of the lab caused a light bulb to go off 
after she saw herself in the virtual mirror and viewed our empa-
thy research. She urged me to think about using VR for training in 
diversity. So much effort is spent on diversity training in corpora-
tions and other organizations, but for all the resources, the meth-
ods fall short. Could a VR experience be the answer?

In 2003, I was head down, tunnel- vision focused on publishing 
academic work, which meant I had to forgo many great opportuni-
ties to build applications. Between 2003 and 2010 (when I received 
tenure), I published dozens of experiments that used the virtual 
mirror. Most of them were centered around the Proteus Effect, 
namely, that when one wears an avatar, he implicitly becomes like 
that avatar. People in taller avatars negotiate more aggressively, 
people in attractive avatars speak more socially, and people in 
older avatars care more about the distant future. This theoretical 
work sought to understand the psychological mechanisms of how 
avatars changed the people that wore them.
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But in the back of my mind, Marcia’s suggestion resonated. 
While in the lab, she reflected on how corporate diversity train-
ing was far from perfect. While the general idea was promising— 
having people learn about workplace harassment with the goal of 
preventing it— as implemented it was not very effective. 

Indeed, the research backs up Marcia’s intuition. A 2013 paper 
published by Harvard sociologist Frank Dobbins examined the 
existing data on diversity training. Dobbins and his coauthor 
concluded that “initiatives designed to quash managerial bias, 
through diversity training, diversity performance evaluations, and 
bureaucratic rules, have been broadly ineffective.”26 My own expe-
rience resonates with this assessment. At Stanford, every eighteen 
months I am asked to participate in one of two training methods. I 
either watch a presentation by an acting troupe in a large group, or I 
do an online assessment— driving- school style— where I read about 
case studies and then get tested on the legality of various behaviors. 
Each is better than nothing, but in my opinion, neither is changing 
the way I think, other than perhaps giving me some good advice on 
how to pragmatically deal with harassment in the office.

In 2003, the last thing I wanted to do was build corporate train-
ing software. I needed to work 80- hour weeks to publish papers, 
and distractions like this were not allowed. But my life post- tenure 
was really about scaling our lab’s work. Stanford is a university 
that encourages us to face outward and deliver our research out 
into the world.

Adam Silver, the National Basketball Association commis-
sioner, visited the lab in 2015. He came, with the rest of the exec-
utives from the NBA, during a technology tour of Silicon Valley. 
His initial motivation was to investigate using VR to allow fans 
to watch games from their living room, as if they were courtside, 
or even better, as one of the players. I politely let him know why I 
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didn’t think this was a great idea— I think two hours in an HMD 
is a bad idea. And we’ll further discuss the trials and tribulations 
of how to show narrative and information via VR later. But what 
really grabbed the group— especially Eric Hutcherson, the head of 
human resources for the NBA— was diversity training. We spent a 
solid hour in a conference room discussing possibilities, and the 
group was extremely excited to move forward.

A few months later, Roger Goodell, the National Football League 
commissioner, came to the lab expressly to talk about diversity 
training. The NFL, like the NBA, brought most of its executive 
committee. The massive corporation known as the NFL was sur-
veying Silicon Valley technology to find ways to improve the fan 
experience with their product and improve the league. One of the 
best reactions from that visit came from their chief information 
officer, Michelle McKenna- Doyle, who got to experience becom-
ing an NFL quarterback by doing a dozen plays in our QB training 
simulator. When she came out, she had an interesting reaction. 
She argued that she had long felt that, conceptually, she knew as 
much if not more about the game than any of her male colleagues, 
but they could dismiss her insights because “she has never been on 
the field before.” With VR, she felt that she’d had that experience, 
and she left the lab truly feeling she had a new understanding of 
the game. 

Former NFL quarterback Trent Edwards, who is also a cofounder 
of STRIVR, has actually made an interesting point related to 
McKenna- Doyle’s. He notes that allowing fans to see the QB’s per-
spective might actually improve their understanding of what is 
happening on the field, and perhaps give them a better appreciation 
of how difficult the job is. Athletes are people too, and even though 
they draw huge salaries, the volume of hate mail and threats they 
receive could be reduced by perspective- taking.
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Over the past few years we have built and tested a diversity train-
ing system to implement in the NFL. The biggest supporter within 
the organization has been Troy Vincent, a former NFL cornerback 
and current executive vice president of Football Operations. When 
we visited Troy in 2016 at the NFL headquarters to plan this proj-
ect, one of the things I was most impressed with was his vision for 
how to tackle the problem. Instead of starting with the players, 
Troy suggested we start at the top of the organization, with league 
executives, owners, and head coaches. The way to change a corpo-
rate culture— and the NFL is a huge organization— is at the top, 
so we decided to begin there. We have built and tested with NFL 
personnel an interview simulation that is designed to train skills 
to avoid racial and sexual bias. Trainees get to relive the simula-
tion multiple times to practice how to manage the inherent bias we 
all have. The idea is to leverage “repetitions” to give executives the 
tools to manage if not overcome their biases. The system debuted 
in February 2017, where scouts practiced interviewing draft pros-
pects just before the NFL combine, and soon will have a larger role 
in the NFL. In an interview with USA Today, Vincent described 
his vision: “We’ll start using this as another teaching tool later 
this year. We want to be known as the best place to work.”

THE (FURTHER) WIDENING CIRCLE

The capacity of human empathy extends beyond other humans, of 
course. Many individuals prize animals as much as— if not more 
than— other people, and will lavish their pets with expensive food 
and health care. As we’ve seen the circle of empathy expand over 
the centuries, we’ve seen a growing number of species that were 
once casually abused or mistreated become deserving of moral 
concern, although for those who argue for animal rights there is 
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still a very long way to go. Perhaps the most significant amount of 
animal abuse occurs in our system of factory farming, an indus-
try driven by our strong demand for cheap meat. It was concern 
over this system that led to one of the most intriguing experi-
ments in VR empathy we performed in our lab, led by one of my 
students in 2013.

Joshua Bostick was one of those rare undergraduates who 
insisted on calling me “Professor Bailenson” instead of Jeremy. A 
Master’s student, he had worked in the lab on and off for a few years 
as an undergraduate, and after learning the ropes, began to help 
out on research projects and in ushering public tours of the lab. 
During this time, Joshua transformed from a research assistant 
into a scholar. As I got to know him I noticed he was inspired, per-
haps even fixated, on a single idea: putting humans into the avatar 
of cattle in order to reduce meat consumption and the environ-
mental consequences caused by our high dietary demand for beef. 

When he first made his pitch, I was taken aback by the boldness 
of the idea, and politely suggested he go back to the drawing board. 
Though I make an effort to cut down on my meat consumption, I 
still enjoy a burger from time to time, and I didn’t want to look like 
a hypocrite. “So do I,” he replied, and he told me he loved steak. 
Eventually he convinced me that a study that embodied humans 
in cow avatars would not be about trying to convert people to veg-
ans, but instead would seek to reduce the amount of meat people 
eat— resulting in less energy use, deforestation, and carbon diox-
ide production associated with raising cattle. He reminded me of 
the fascinating work of Temple Grandin, who introduced humane 
reforms into cattle slaughterhouses that reduced the stress and 
panic of animals before they were killed, changes that she credited 
to her ability, perhaps enhanced by her autistic mind, to imagine 
the experience from the animals’ perspective. Joshua’s passion 
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and persistence paid off, and after a few meetings, he convinced 
me to green- light the experiment.

For the next few months we pushed the envelope on the lab’s 
technology— one of the challenges of doing VR research is that we 
have to do a lot of programming and engineering just to set up the 
studies. We created a system that could track, in real time, the arm, 
leg, back, and head movements of people as they crawled in our lab 
on all fours. Participants would wear a head- mounted display that 
allowed them to see themselves in the third person (or third cow?) 
as they walked about. In the meantime, every millimeter that their 
arms and legs moved was tracked and transformed into their cow’s 
gait. In order to pull off this feat we designed a special vest a person 
wore that had LED tracking lights attached to it, and also bought 
knee pads to prevent subjects from chafing on the lab carpet. 

To “become” the cow, people saw the cow they were controlling 
through the head- mounted display and heard farm sounds from 
the speaker array that surrounded them. We also made it so they 
felt virtual touch. When the subject saw his cow avatar getting 
poked by a cattle prod, he felt that poke in his actual side accom-
panied by a shocking sound from the direction of the prod. The 
illusion was completed by a vibration from the ground, created by 
“buttkickers”— low frequency speakers hidden in the floors— that 
rounded out the simulation of getting shocked. The cattle prod 
was not just for effect— as we saw with the rubber hand illusion, 
the sensation of touch enhances body transfer. If a person feels his 
chest being poked, and sees a stick poking his avatar, this facili-
tates the mental transfer from self to avatar.

The experience we ended up with was persuasive and stunning. 
We put 50 college students into the cow simulator. They experi-
enced a day in the life of a cow, drank from a virtual trough, ate 
virtual hay, and finally were prodded to a truck headed for the vir-
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tual slaughterhouse. Compared to others in a control condition, 
who just watched the cows walk around and get shocked, those who 
became a cow gained more empathy for the plight of cattle using the 
most common questionnaire to measure self- reported empathy. 
But more telling than the formal analyses were the spontaneous 
quotes provided by the subjects. Here are a few of them: “Horrify-
ing to be a cow and be poked by the prong,” one participant wrote, 
“I was constantly on edge with what I would be forced to do next 
and what would happen when I ran out of things to do.” Another 
remarked that it “made the horrible and sad lives of livestock ani-
mals seem more real and less theoretical than when I read about 
it.” The body transfer technique clearly accomplished its goal, as 
pointed out by one student, who said, “I really did feel like I was 
the cow and I really didn’t like being prodded.” Even with the older 
technology— the study was run long before the much- improved 
consumer- grade headsets had arrived— the subjects experienced 
high presence: “It was surprisingly realistic. I felt as if I was in the 
place of the cow.” It was clearly an intense experience.27

Our goal with this research was to discover ways for people to be 
better connected with where our meat comes from. Farming and 
slaughtering animals now happens far away from us, the meat we 
eat tidily packaged in ways designed not to remind us that what 
we are consuming was once a living, breathing animal. With our 
empathic imaginations stunted by this distance, it is no surprise 
that we overconsume and waste so much of the meat we produce. 
Joshua’s experiment helped subjects imagine the animal’s suffer-
ing and sacrifice. 

While we were, in fact, advocating that people should consider 
eating meat a bit less often, we weren’t trying to turn the United 
States into a Vegan Army, as some members of the conservative 
press suggested. Love the idea or hate it, becoming a virtual cow 
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struck a chord with the public. Journalists— for example, the BBC, 
the Associated Press, Fox News, Yahoo, The Daily Mail, and news-
papers from around the world— continue to call the lab to cover the 
study, and for every cattle rancher who has protested the idea, five 
others have applauded it, including restaurant owners, govern-
ment officials, educators, and parents. 

We can see how VR can foster empathy by enhancing our expe-
riences of traditional perspective- taking techniques, but Joshua 
Bostick’s cow study also shows us how VR’s ability to introduce 
surreal experiences, such as allowing us to inhabit the embodied 
perspective of another species, can influence attitudes. As the use 
of VR grows, and we understand better how to leverage its unique 
affordances, we can expect to see more unusual and novel applica-
tions that open our minds and hearts— not only to other people but 
to ourselves. This was shown in an unusual study done by Caroline 
Falconer at University College of London and Mel Slater at Barce-
lona’s Institution for Research and Advanced Studies.

People who suffer from depression are often intensely self- 
critical, unable to give themselves the patience and understanding 
that they might grant to other people. Falconer and Slater set up a 
scenario to see if VR could increase “self- compassion,” and their 
research has shown some promising results.28 

The scenario they studied worked like this. A depressive patient 
was placed in VR, where they interacted compassionately with a 
virtual child. The words the patient spoke to the virtual child were 
recorded. Some of the patients then reentered the scenario, but this 
time as the child, hearing their own comforting words spoken back 
to them as if from another person. Others heard their words from 
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a nonembodied third- person perspective. While self- criticism 
decreased in both conditions based on scales designed to measure 
self- compassion, self- criticism, and fear of compassion, the study 
showed a “significantly greater increase in self- compassion” in the 
embodied condition.29

Typically, to foster self- compassion, therapists might encour-
age individuals to perform imaginative exercises, for instance, 
to think of how they might treat a friend who is going through a 
challenging experience, to write letters from the perspective of 
a friend to themselves, or to role- play as a criticizer and a person 
being criticized. In Falconer and Slater’s elegant experiment, these 
more abstract exercises are turned into an immediate encounter 
that appears to amplify the traditional therapeutic technique. We 
will see this principle in effect in later chapters, which discuss the 
use of VR in a therapeutic setting. For now, I want to stick with 
the theme of perspective, and how changing one’s point of view 
can have profound effects on her mental relationship to the world 
around her.
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